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Chapter 2

Effects of exposure to economic news on trust in the European Union

The news media are a powerful source of information for many citizens to base their support for a political system on. There is also a long-standing research interest in how the economy influences support for political systems. Common wisdom holds that political trust declines following a recession, and such a decline has been specifically observed in the European Union after the onset of the Great Recession in 2008. However, existing evidence for an effect of objective economic conditions on political support is mixed (e.g. van der Meer & Hakhverdian, 2017). Citizens’ political trust seems to be more influenced by their subjective evaluations of the economy than by objective macro-economic developments. We know from previous research that economic news coverage can present a skewed image of real-life economic developments, yet is an important source of citizens’ economic evaluations (Damstra & Boukes, 2018; van Dalen et al., 2018). Thus, citizens’ subjective perceptions of the economy could diverge from actual developments. This raises the question to what extent exposure to economic news impacts citizens’ support for the institutions held responsible for economic developments.

The present study analyzes the effects of economic news exposure on trust in the European Union. The economy is a core policy area for the EU, and member states’ economic affairs have become increasingly integrated - particularly during and after the European debt crisis. As the Euro decreased in value, unemployment rates rose, and member states were on the verge of bankruptcy, the EU became a more important political actor. The economy was seen as the most important issue facing the EU in the early 2010s (European Commission, 2018). In parallel to these developments, political support for the EU declined; particularly trust in the European Union plummeted (European Commission, 2018). Economic news impacts citizens’ evaluations of the economy (Damstra & Boukes, 2018; Hollanders & Vliegenthart, 2011). Yet, it is unclear whether economic media coverage also impacts trust in the institutions with policy responsibility for the economy, such as the EU. Furthermore, we know little about the connection between the state of the economy and trust in the EU beyond the specific context of the Euro crisis.

We study the effects of exposure to EU economic news on trust in the EU, using a combination of an automated content analysis of the tone and visibility of economic newspaper coverage in the EU context and individual-level media exposure measures from a nine-wave panel survey in the Netherlands (2007-2016). This dynamic set-up allows us to analyze how change in individual-level media exposure and changes in the amount and tone of economic news can
induce changes in trust in the EU. Our study is among the first to use individual-level panel data to test the effects of news exposure on institutional trust. Furthermore, we are able to compare these effects to those of news exposure on economic confidence, which have been established in previous research (Hollanders & Vliegenthart, 2011).

We find that citizens who are exposed to more economic news lose confidence in the economy and trust in the European Union. To an extent, this supports the expectation that economic media coverage is an important source of evaluations that drive political trust. However, the results also show an important nuance to this relationship: the effect of economic news coverage on political trust depends on its tone. Exposure to positive economic news has a positive effect on economic confidence but has a negative effect on trust in the EU, indicating that the EU does not profit from positive coverage of economic growth or recovery. Yet, while exposure to negative economic news has the expected negative effect on economic confidence, it has a positive effect on trust in the EU. This suggests that rather than holding the EU responsible for negative economic developments, it may be seen as a remedy for a worsening economic situation. More generally, this finding may indicate that citizens are able to distinguish between different objects (i.e. the economy and the EU) when deciding to what extent they trust them, suggesting a higher level of sophistication than often assumed.

**Theory**

**Trust in the EU as an evaluation of economic performance.** Political trust changes as evaluations of an institution change (van der Meer & Hakhverdian, 2017) and can thus be conceptualized as a measure of generalized institutional support. Evaluations of the European Union are generally categorized into “soft” factors, such as identity considerations, and “hard” factors, such as economic calculus (Hooghe & Marks, 2004; McLaren, 2002). In addition to these factors, citizens base their EU support on cues from national politics (Armingeon & Ceka, 2014; Hartevedt et al., 2013). In the context of changing political trust, much scholarly attention has been paid to performance of institutions, operationalized as procedural characteristics and economic outcomes. This is in line with the economic voting literature, which shows that citizens vote in favor of a government when the economy develops positively, whereas they vote against it when the economy develops negatively (e.g. Lewis-Beck & Stegmaier, 2000).
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However, when it comes to changes in political trust, there is only mixed evidence for the impact of objective macro-economic developments, especially when procedural characteristics, such as corruption, are taken into account (see van der Meer & Hakhverdian, 2017 for an overview). In the EU context, the European debt crisis was associated with declines in political trust (Gomez, 2015). Citizens who were personally affected by the crisis were more likely to vote for Eurosceptic parties (Hobolt & De Vries, 2016) and EU support dropped most in countries most affected most by the crisis (Armingeon & Ceka, 2014). However, the relationship between economic developments and EU support beyond this specific crisis is more contested. Eichenberg and Dalton (2007) found that macroeconomic performance (GDP, unemployment, inflation) and EU support are only related to each other until the early 1990s, but afterwards (between 1991 and 2004), GDP or unemployment rates no longer influenced EU support. Koehler et al. (2019), on the other hand, found that higher GDP growth rates in a country are related to higher levels of EU support between 2010 and 2012, but they find the opposite pattern for unemployment rates: In regions where unemployment is higher, citizens support the EU more, indicating that citizens may see the EU as the solution rather than the problem in some cases (Koehler et al., 2019). Other studies have found no effect of objective macro-economic factors on EU support and trust at all (e.g. Armingeon & Ceka, 2014).

While the effect of objective macro-economic factors on institutional support is disputed, there is more consistent (albeit numerically less) evidence that citizens’ subjective evaluations of economic performance influence political trust (Armingeon & Guthmann, 2014; van der Meer & Dekker, 2011). Support for the European Union is higher when citizens perceive the economic situation positively (de Vreese & Boomgaarden, 2005; Hooghe & Marks, 2005). This discrepancy in effects of objective indicators and subjective perceptions raises questions about how citizens learn about the economy, how they develop their economic evaluations and expectations, and how they translate these evaluations into support for political institutions.

Effects of economic news coverage. In general, economic evaluations follow real economic developments, i.e. citizens respond to information about the economy by adjusting their evaluations accordingly (De Vries, Hobolt, & Tilley, 2018). A discrepancy between subjective perceptions of the economy and objective developments may arise if citizens do not evaluate the state of the
economy “correctly”, which may in part be due to how the economy is covered by the news media. Damstra and Boukes (2018) show that economic news coverage - the main source of information - does not always accurately reflect real-world economic developments but is typically more negative (see also Hester & Gibson, 2003). Furthermore, there is more economic news coverage when the economic situation worsens than when it improves (Damstra & Boukes, 2018; Soroka, 2012; van Dalen, de Vreese, & Albæk, 2017; but see Casey & Owen, 2013).

However, before turning to our expectations on the effects of economic news coverage, a first necessary step is to assess to what extent news consumption in general impacts political trust. The existing evidence for this is mixed. Some studies find that there is no relation between media use and political trust (e.g. Moy & Scheufele, 2000). General news consumption was found to be associated with both lower (e.g. Pietsch & Martin, 2011) and higher (e.g. Strömbäck, Djerf-Pierre, & Shehata, 2016) levels of political trust. There are also differential results for different types of media (Avery, 2009; Ceron, 2015; Gross et al., 2004). The theoretical assumptions about the effect of media use on political trust are often based on content characteristics of the media, even though those are rarely tested directly. Receiving more information about political institutions could increase perceived transparency and political knowledge and, consequentially, trust. However, using media outlets that contain negative information about politics may increase cynicism and distrust. The mixed patterns of existing evidence point to the importance of considering both general news consumption as well as consumption of specific content.

There is no evidence regarding the effect of news consumption on trust in the EU, specifically. We hypothesize that increased general news consumption has a positive impact on trust in the European Union, as it could increase transparency and political knowledge, which consequently improves political trust (Armingeon & Guthmann, 2014; Karp et al., 2003). This could be particularly important for an institution that citizens generally know little about (Anderson, 1998; Hobolt, 2012).

**Hypothesis 1:** When citizens increase their news consumption, they trust the EU more.
Even if there are reasons to expect general news consumption to have a universal effect on political trust, the actual content of news coverage is crucial for how media effects play out. Changes in the volume and tone of available news media information can impact trust in the European Union. The core interest of the present chapter is the volume and tone of economic news coverage. Despite not being a perfect reflection of economic developments (and hence potentially inducing incorrect perceptions), economic news coverage is able to convey some information about the state of the economy to citizens: It generally covers broader trends correctly, i.e. it is more positive during economic growth and more negative during recession (van Dalen et al., 2017). Economic news coverage not only impacts knowledge, consumer confidence (Hollanders & Vliegenthart, 2011; Jonkman, Boukes, & Vliegenthart, 2019), internal economic efficacy (Svensson, Albæk, van Dalen, & de Vreese, 2017), and expectations about the economy (Damstra & Boukes, 2018), especially when citizens are not personally affected by economic changes (Jonkman et al., 2019). Economic news coverage can also influence political attitudes and voting behavior (Alt, Lassen, & Marshall, 2016; Shah, Watts, Domke, Fan, & Fibison, 1999; Sheafer, 2008); Kalogeropoulos et al. (2016) show that exposure to economic news drives evaluations of the government based on the economy. There is some evidence that economic news coverage also impacts attitudes towards the EU. When the media framed the EU as a “savior” for crisis-affected countries, citizens’ pro-European attitudes were strengthened, but they were weakened when the EU was framed as a victim of the economic crisis (Koehler et al., 2019). Experimental evidence shows that a single media report about the economic situation in a potential member country can influence support for EU enlargement (Maier & Rittberger, 2008). Overall, these findings indicate that economic news coverage may have an effect on trust in the European Union. However, there are no studies investigating the effect of changes in economic news coverage on support for the EU beyond the specific context of the European debt crisis. This is somewhat surprising, given that economic policy is at the core of the European project and impacts citizens in all EU member countries. Furthermore, no study has assessed the effects of EU economic news on EU support in a dynamic setting (i.e. using individual-level panel data), which would allow for a more stringent causal test (van der Meer, 2017). In order to fill these gaps in the literature, we test several hypotheses.

First, we expect that, in the case of the economy, “no news is good news”. Since the news media cover negative economic events more often (even though sometimes in a neutral tone), sheer increased visibility of the economy
in the EU context may prompt citizens to become more skeptical of the EU. Furthermore, there is some evidence that EU news can function as a “red cloth” and lead citizens to become more negative if they had negative views on the EU to begin with (Wojcieszak, Azrout, & de Vreese, 2018). Therefore, we expect that mere exposure to news about the EU economy leads to lower trust in the EU.

This assumption is based on the aforementioned studies on the impact of economic news on economic evaluations. To test this effect in parallel, we include confidence in the economy as a second dependent variable. This allows us to not only test the key assumption that citizens pick up economic evaluations from the media, but also to compare the direct effects of media exposure on economic confidence and on trust in the EU. Notwithstanding the more complex, mediated causal mechanisms that could connect these two attitudinal outcome variables, this study focuses on the direct (i.e. simultaneous) effects of changes in EU economic news coverage on trust in the EU and on economic confidence.

Hypothesis 2: When citizens encounter more news about the EU economy, they lose (a) trust in the EU and (b) confidence in the economy.

However, the specific tone of economic news coverage may have differential effects. We expect that when citizens see more negative news about the economy in the EU, it negatively affects their trust in the EU, whereas positive economic news should have the opposite effect. Previous research shows that negative news has stronger effects than positive economic news (e.g. Hester & Gibson, 2003; Soroka, 2006) and negative news can, in particular, also adversely impact political trust (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2006). Thus, we expect that the effect of positive EU economic news coverage is comparatively weaker.

Hypothesis 3: When citizens encounter more negative news about the EU economy, they lose (a) trust in the EU and (b) confidence in the economy.

Hypothesis 4: When citizens encounter more positive news about the EU economy, they gain (a) trust in the EU and (b) confidence in the economy.
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Method

Survey Data. We use panel survey data of the LISS (Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social Sciences) panel administered by CentERdata (Tilburg University, The Netherlands). This is a high-quality panel survey conducted among a true probability sample of the Dutch population. 46.3% of the sample in this study are female, are on average born in 1965 ($SD = 18.01$), and the average monthly net income is $1474.8€$ ($SD = 4191.5€$). The average educational attainment is between higher secondary and intermediate vocational education. The sub-study, “Politics and Values”, includes measures of media use and political trust, which are collected annually towards the end of each year, with most fieldwork occurring in December, covering the period between 2007 and 2016 (with the exception of the skipped year 2014). For a detailed description of the panel, see Scherpenzeel and Das (2010).

News media use is operationalized as a simple additive index of the answers to the question: “Do you follow the news 1) on television or on the radio, 2) on the Internet, 3) in a free daily newspaper, 4) in a paid or subscription-based newspaper?”. The resulting variable ranges from 1 (no exposure) to 5 (all media sources). Trust in the EU is operationalized as the question of how much trust a respondent has in the European Parliament, measured on scale ranging from 0 (no trust at all) to 10 (full trust). There is a strong correlation between trust in the EU and trust in the European Parliament (e.g. $r = .76$ ($p < .00$) among the Dutch population (Europinions dataset, Wave 3, Goldberg et al. 2019). Thus, the latter can be used as a proxy (see e.g. Muñoz, Torcal, & Bonet, 2011). Confidence in the economy was measured on the same scale, asking respondents how confident in the economy they felt. This question taps general economic confidence, not referring to either the national or European context.

Media Data. Our media corpus consists of news about the European Union and its institutions in five Dutch newspapers, which reflect a wide range of the political spectrum: quality newspapers, De Volkskrant and Trouw, the tabloid-

---

7 The sociodemographic variables are obtained from the wave of December 2016. Missing values were supplemented with waves from December 2017, 2015, 2013, 2011, 2009, and 2007, in that order.

8 It is noteworthy that the survey was conducted in the respondents’ native language Dutch, which does not linguistically distinguish between confidence and trust (both concepts translate as “vertrouwen”). However, we used the English terms from the literature, which in the context of the economy is typically “confidence”, whereas in the context of political support, it is typically “trust”.
like Algemeen Dagblad, the tabloid, De Telegraaf, and the free newspaper, Metro. Between 55% (2008) and 39% (2016) of panel respondents followed the news in a newspaper. However, we assume that media reports from other sources, such as TV and online news (see e.g. Golan, 2006; Kruikemeier, Gattermann, & Vliegenthart, 2018 on intermedia agenda setting), cover the economy similarly and that hence, our choices reflect the general news media environment to which respondents were exposed, be it through direct media consumption or incidental exposure. Of course, different media outlets can have rather differential content overall, but since we are not able to analyze media coverage in more detail retrospectively, we assume that relative changes in the attention to the economy and trends in its coverage are similar, albeit not identical, across different media outlets. We also conduct an analysis only including the use of newspapers as a robustness check. The time frame between 2007 and 2016 corresponds to the panel data and covers periods before, during, and after the European debt crisis, as well as a longer period of economic recovery and relative stability. The included articles all contain a reference to either the EU (sometimes dubbed as “Brussels”) or one of its institutions (European Commission, Parliament, Central Bank, the Eurozone, or the Eurogroup) in the headline or subtitle. The corpus is reduced to articles that are about the economy, following Damstra & Boukes (2018), depending on whether certain economic words appear either in the headline or the article lead (which we defined as the first 100 words of the text). The resulting corpus ($N = 4715$) is one of economic news coverage with a strong and explicit connection to the EU, and therefore most likely to impact EU opinions. A manual check of a random sample of 100 articles showed that 99 of the articles are related to the economy; the Damstra & Boukes (2018) identification procedure is thus reliable for our sample.

We analyzed the sentiment of the articles automatically, using two different approaches in order to compare their reliability. First, we followed the bag-of-words approach of Damstra & Boukes (2018), based on 30 positive key words and 35 negative key words. Boukes et al. (2018) show that the Damstra & Boukes approach, compared to other methods of automated sentiment analysis, performs well when analyzing full articles. Second, we analyzed text and headlines using the alternative bag-of-words based algorithm SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2012), which is based on a larger corpus of positive and negative words and also considers negation and booster words. Sentiment scores from SentiStrength range between 1 (neutral) and 5 (very positive or negative). Sentiment scores for the Damstra & Boukes approach
reflect the number of occurrences of positive or negative words. For both approaches, we weighed the headline score three times\(^9\) in the overall score, as the headline typically has a bigger impact, yet has much fewer words that could be detected by any automated sentiment analysis. The overall sentiment score is the sum of the headline score and the text score.

As recommend by Boukes et al. (2018), we conducted a manual analysis to validate which approach is more suited to analyze our specific dataset. We analyzed a random subsample of 100 articles, regarding whether the tone of the main text of the article was positive, negative, neutral, or mixed (i.e. contained both positive and negative evaluations). We then classified the automated scores into the same categories. When no tone was detected by the automated methods, they were classified as neutral. When the same amount of positive and negative words was detected in an article, the article was classified as mixed. Articles were classified as positive when only positivity was detected or when the positivity score was higher than the negativity score. The reverse procedure was used for negative classifications. The results of the manual analysis showed that SentiStrength classified 59% of the articles in the same way as the human coder. If the mixed-classification allowed for a difference of one point in negativity and positivity (even though both had to be present), the correctly classified percentage is 72%. This result, even though only for our specific sample, is somewhat higher than for the Damstra & Boukes (2018) approach, which is why we conduct the main analysis using Senti-Strength scores for sentiment.

**Analytical strategy.** In order to test our hypotheses, we estimate fixed effect panel models, using the plm package (Croissant & Millo, 2008) in R (R Core Team, 2016). Panel models offer the advantage that the effects of unobserved time-invariant variables, such as sociodemographics or personality traits, are controlled for. We controlled for the effects of two additional, potentially time-variant variables: political interest and trust in the national parliament (see Model 2, 4, 6, and 8, which are replicates of Model 1, 3, 5, and 7 respectively with the two control variables included). To measure the key independent variable of exposure to EU economic news coverage, we create an individual-level variable by multiplying yearly scores for the media environment (both

---

\(^9\) In order to ensure that our results are not driven by weighing the headlines more, we ran our analyses without weights as well. The weighing does not substantively change the effects reported; most become larger in size. However, we decided to report our initial weighed results for transparency and a more conservative interpretation.
visibility and tone) with a respondent’s total news media consumption score in that year. This way, the media variables represent the likelihood of encountering negative, positive, or a higher or lower amount of EU economic news based on two time-varying variables: respondents’ individual media use as well as the available information in the general media environment. Results are visualized using the R packages stargazer (Hlavac, 2018) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).

**Results**

Table 2.1 shows descriptive statistics of all the variables used in our analysis. Most respondents watch television news, about half consume newspaper and online news, and only a fifth reads free newspapers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nat. parliament trust</td>
<td>51,120</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU trust</td>
<td>50,198</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic confidence</td>
<td>51,901</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political interest</td>
<td>53,613</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media use</td>
<td>53,643</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television news</td>
<td>53,643</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free newspapers</td>
<td>53,643</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers</td>
<td>53,643</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet news</td>
<td>53,643</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positivity</td>
<td>113,121</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negativity</td>
<td>113,121</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>7.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>113,121</td>
<td>762.00</td>
<td>142.96</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>1,006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fluctuations of the dependent variables over time are displayed in Figure 2.1. Trust in the EU declines somewhat over time and is particularly low during the economic crisis. Confidence in the economy steeply declines after 2010, at the height of the European debt crisis, but then recovers to pre-crisis levels in 2016, likely a reaction to the improving economic situation. Trust in the EU only slightly recovers from its decline in crisis years, but is also more stable overall, which is typical of institutional trust (Ringlerova, 2015).
Figure 2.2 shows the visibility of economic news between 2007 and 2016. Newspaper coverage increased considerably in the years following the economic crisis, particularly at the height of the European debt crisis in 2011. Arguably, the crisis made the economy a more salient topic, which thus became more prominent in the news media. The decline after 2014 may be due to the public and political debate shifting to other issues, such as immigration in relation to the refugee crisis in 2015. Eurobarometer trends (European Commission, 2018) show that, while the economy was considered the most important issue facing the EU by citizens until 2014, other issues, such as immigration or terrorism, became more central after that point.

The SentiStrength scores show that economic newspaper coverage, on average, is more negative than positive. Figure 2.3 illustrates the development of tone over time. Negativity increases from 2009 onwards, in line with the start of the financial crisis and culminating in 2011 and 2012, at the height of the Euro crisis. Negativity then decreases after 2012, in line with the general economic developments. Positivity generally follows the opposite pattern.

All results from the panel analysis are displayed in Table 2.2. Model 1 shows that general news consumption has a positive effect on trust in the EU; however, the effect is not statistically significant when controlled for political interest and trust in the national parliament (see Model 2). Model 3 shows the differential influence of the consumption of specific news media on EU trust. Newspaper readership and watching television news have a positive influence on trust in the EU, but the consumption of online news has a negative effect. These effects do not change substantively when control variables are included (see Model 4). Thus, there is partial support for Hypothesis 1, but the effect of news use on trust in the EU depends on the specific medium.

Turning to the effects of economic EU news coverage, Model 5 (and Model 6 with control variables) shows the effect of economic media exposure on trust in the EU; Model 7 (and Model 8 with control variables) shows the effects on economic confidence. As expected, higher visibility of economic news has a negative effect on trust in the EU as well as confidence in the economy; when citizens are exposed to more articles about the economy, both their confidence in the economy and their trust in the EU becomes lower. This confirms Hypothesis 2; however, the effects are small. The results for tone are less straightforward: Exposure to negative economic news coverage has a small positive effect on trust in the EU and a negative effect on economic confidence, confirming our
Figure 2.1 Development of confidence in the economy and trust in the EU

Note: y-axis adjusted for better visibility of changes.

Figure 2.2 Development of visibility of EU economic news coverage.

Note: y-axis adjusted for better visibility of changes.
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expectations for Hypothesis 3b, but not 3a. Exposure to positive coverage has a small negative effect on trust in the European Union and a positive effect on economic confidence, confirming Hypothesis 4b, but not 4a. For all models, it is noteworthy that the explained variance ($R^2$) is very low; media exposure can thus only explain a small portion of variance in changes in political trust in the EU. This is in line with the results of Chapter 1, which also found only limited effects of the media information environment on trust in the EU. Even though the control variables increase the explained variance and have considerable effects on trust in the EU and confidence in the economy, their inclusion does not alter the substantive conclusions drawn from the results.

**Figure 2.3** Development of positivity and negativity in EU economic news coverage, following SentiStrength

![Graph showing the development of positivity and negativity in EU economic news coverage](image)

*Note: y-axis adjusted for better visibility of changes.*

We conducted a robustness check aimed at validating the results regarding the generalization of our newspaper content analysis to other media outlets. We tested whether the effects that we found also apply if we only consider newspaper use connected to the content data from the newspapers. The results are all consistent with the main model, both for trust in the EU and confidence in the economy, albeit with somewhat larger effects sizes (see Appendix 2A).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>EU trust</th>
<th>Economic confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>News consumption</strong></td>
<td>0.03*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Television news</strong></td>
<td>0.09***</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online news</strong></td>
<td>-0.12***</td>
<td>-0.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newspapers</strong></td>
<td>0.10***</td>
<td>0.08***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free newspapers</strong></td>
<td>0.10***</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media visibility</strong></td>
<td>-0.03***</td>
<td>-0.01***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positivity</strong></td>
<td>-0.04***</td>
<td>-0.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negativity</strong></td>
<td>0.06***</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in the nat. parliament</td>
<td>0.53***</td>
<td>0.53***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political interest</td>
<td>0.06***</td>
<td>0.06***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R²: 0.0002, 0.27, 0.002, 0.27, 0.01, 0.27, 0.09, 0.20
F Statistic: 6.46*(df = 1; 38039), 4.550*(df = 3; 38036), 21.41***(df = 4; 38036), 2,288*(df = 6; 38036), 117.71***(df = 3; 38037), 2,742.51*** (df = 5; 38250), 1,351.48*** (df = 3; 39573), 1,919.76*** (df = 5; 39573)

Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

**Discussion**

Our results show that content and tone matter when it comes to the effects of media exposure on trust in the European Union. The effects of general news consumption on trust are modest and depend on the specific outlets, which indicates that the relation between media use and political trust is by no means a monolith: It likely depends on context, recipient, media, and content characteristics. The core of our study addresses the effect of exposure to economic news content on trust in the EU: We find that when individuals...
are exposed to more information about the EU economy, their economic confidence and their trust in the EU decrease. This might be because economic news coverage occurs more often in times of recession, regardless of its tone. When a political institution is often connected to news about economic downturn or recession, it may lose its citizens’ trust. This aligns with the literature on economic evaluations and political trust, suggesting that utilitarian considerations (or “hard” factors) play a role in forming political trust. The economy is one of the core competences of the EU; thus, if the economy is not going well, citizens may trust the EU less.

When taking the tone of the news coverage into account, a more nuanced picture emerges. Our results show that exposure to positive economic news increases economic confidence, and exposure to negative news decreases confidence. In line with previous research, this indicates that citizens take media information into account when forming economic evaluations. For trust in the EU, however, the relationships are different than expected. First, exposure to positive EU economic news coverage has a small negative effect on citizens’ trust in the EU, contradicting our expectation. This seems to indicate that while economic confidence increases, the EU does not benefit from positive economic coverage in terms of gaining its citizens’ trust. Furthermore, and also against our expectation, exposure to negative economic news coverage has a positive effect on trust in the EU. A possible explanation for this finding is that some citizens see the EU as an effective actor in the crisis. The EU’s policies – such as the provision of bailout packages to some member states – may be seen as a buffer that prevented worse effects of the crisis on the economy. Koehler et al. (2019) make an argument along these lines: When the EU is framed as a “savior” in coverage of the economic crisis, citizens support for the EU increases, whereas it decreases when the EU is framed as a “victim”. The positive effect of negative coverage may thus be due to the specific framing of the EU as a remedy for the crisis in the negative coverage.10 This would also explain that citizens’ economic confidence decreases as the tone becomes more negative, while their trust in the EU increases. It could also explain why increased visibility of the EU economy, controlled for tone, has a negative effect – it might portray the EU’s role differently than negative

---

10 While we have no information about the prevalence of the “victim” and “savior” frames in positive and negative news coverage, we know that Koehler et al. (2019) find that the about 10% of coverage make use of the “victim” frame, according to which the EU is suffering from the crisis, whereas about 20% make use of the “savior” frame, according to which the EU is responsible for solving the crisis.
economic coverage. Overall, it is noteworthy that the effects of economic news coverage on trust in the EU are considerably smaller than on economic confidence and that the effects go in opposite directions, rather than going hand in hand.

Our results thereby open up an important avenue for future research. Traditionally, many researchers assume that citizens extrapolate from economic evaluations to political support; if the first is evaluated positively, the latter will be, too. Our results, however, show that citizens might distinguish between confidence in the economy and trust in the EU, rather than uniformly decreasing their overall trust in response to negative information and increasing it in response to positive information. This line of research could further be extended by disentangling information about the economy at different levels of governance, given how intertwined political responsibilities of the EU and national political institutions are. For example, one could consider distinguishing between media evaluations of national and European economic performance, as well as blame shifting of political actors between the two levels.

Limitations. The limitations of our study mainly relate to the content analysis. First, even though we are analyzing a large amount of economic newspaper coverage, and newspaper coverage can function as a proxy for other media outlets, a more extensive content analysis would allow for more fine-grained results. An analysis on the outlet level, connected to survey data on the use of these outlets, could provide more detailed insights into the relationship between media use, content, and political trust in the future. However, the time span of one decade covered by our study implies several practical limitations to a retrospective analysis of TV and online news. Second, the conclusions drawn from automated analyses of tone can sometimes be problematic. Bag-of-words approaches rely on the characteristics of the words included in a pre-defined dictionary and do not always recognize negations. Our manual analysis also shows that the automated identification of tone does not always match human coding. However, issues of reliability also exist between human coders. Some other limitations of automated analyses, such as recognizing irony and spelling errors, are less pressing in the case of newspaper articles.

Another potential limitation is related to the survey data: We use trust in the European Parliament as a proxy for trust in the EU in general. While the two are closely related, some citizens may have more specific attitudes to different
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European institutions, especially if they are highly interested in politics. Future research should assess how (economic) evaluations impact distinct (national or European) institutions differently - which could shed light on the degree of sophistication involved in judgments of political trust. Furthermore, even though the measures of media use in the LISS panel can give an indication of a person's media use, more detailed measures of daily media use on an outlet level could result in better estimates of media effects.

Finally, the effect sizes generally remain rather small, which shows that media use - at least as measured in the present study - is a rather minor factor influencing changes in an individual's political trust. However, by analyzing only within-respondent changes in economic and EU trust, our modeling strategy is conservative, and a stable construct like political trust is not prone to strong over-time fluctuations (Ringlerova, 2015). Thus, regardless of the size of these effects, our research makes an important contribution. It shows how both general news media use, as well as exposure to more specific economic news content, can influence political trust in the European Union. Furthermore, it shows that citizens’ trust evaluations can be rather refined and targeted at specific (political) objects, such as the European Union or the economy.